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However you see it, Linear can make it 
happen. Whatever interior you’re working 
with and whatever mood you’re trying to 
capture, our clean, minimal lines give you the 
flexibility to think creatively. Whether you’re 
complementing historic detail or making a 
sleek, modernist statement, Linear helps 
you unshackle your imagination and do 
something special with every space.



FORM

Linear’s minimal aesthetic is driven by simplicity of form. 

We’ve stripped out embellishment to create radically 

simplified designs. They’re rational. They’re functional. 

They’re very beautiful. And their flexibility helps you bring 

pin-sharp contemporary design to any environment.

Inspired by uncluttered modernism, we’ve created a 

range of styles that complement anything from a new-

build apartment to a refurbished mill. Lines are clean 

and satisfying. Tones are subtle and muted. Doors and 

drawers are handleless. These are kitchens that look at 

home in any space. We’ve built enormous flexibility into 

all our ranges. If you want tall, wide, fitted or island units, 

you’ll find our kitchens can flex to fit your imagination.
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COLOUR
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Colours don’t have to shout to get noticed. Subtle tones make  

a statement of their own, exuding an understated confidence  

that emphasises form and adds a quiet sophistication to a room.

Linear gives you a choice of muted colours that perfectly 

complement the clean, minimal lines of our kitchens. These 

shades are very much in vogue and put all sorts of techniques 

and effects at your disposal. They can help you add warmth 

to clean, stripped-down spaces. They can create delicate 

harmonies of light and shade. They can draw the eye around 

a space or help you to emphasise designer detail. However 

you choose to use them, they create kitchens that exude cool 

authority, without overpowering the space around them.



TEXTURE

When textures work hand-in-hand with colours, you  

get a thousand nuances of tone and mood. They throw  

a spectrum of subtleties into the mix, which you can  

use to accentuate lines, maximise light or create 

intriguing contrasts.

Linear offers a varied range of finishes to help you make 

the most of these subtleties. You can master the art 

of understatement with with a variety of matt designs 

featuring touchable textures across a variety of wood 

grains and colours. Or you can select from a palette of 

gloss designs in a spectrum of subtle shades. Whatever 

you choose, it will retain a soft, restrained tone that 

focuses attention on the sleek, simplified forms of our 

kitchens’ minimal, modern designs.
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More and more people are seeing the kitchen as the 

centre of their home. Designers have responded by letting 

kitchens spill into living areas, creating fluid, multi-purpose 

environments that maximise space and reduce the need  

for interior partitions.

Linear’s clean, simple lines and flexible units are built for this 

contemporary world. They let you blur boundaries, adapt 

to structures and complement existing period detail. You 

have the freedom to build up, spread out or stand alone. 

So your imagination is free to roam. Linear’s stripped-back 

designs help you create stylish, adaptable spaces that can 

act as both a soothing escape and a hub of social activity. 

They help you think creatively and design clean, clutter-free 

environments that are the centrepiece of your home.
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Avant’s base cabinet doors and drawers have a gently 

chamfered top edge in a range of on-trend matt colours or 

a sensational gloss pure white finish that will add an extra 

dimension to your kitchen design.AVANT



RATIONAL 
FUNCTIONAL 
& BEAUTIFUL
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Exquisitely profiled painted Matt Clay and  

Matt Stone doors and drawer fronts 

complement the Unsui Silestone worktop  

and keynote Safari Brasilica White solid timber 

breakfast bar.

CLEAN LINES  
& SUBTLE TONES
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Linear Trend’s range of highly reflective glosses 

please a spectrum of subleties at your fingertips.TREND



RATIONAL 
FUNCTIONAL 
& BEAUTIFUL
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This Gloss Pure White finish emphasises  

the clean minimal lines of a linear kitchen.  

A textured Tranche granite  

worktop with a sharks-nose edge  

completes the storybook look.

CLEAN LINES  
& SUBTLE TONES
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Sleek surfaces and delicate details 

define the visual language of these 

sensational kitchens featuring irresistible 

gloss finishes and matt painted tones.
TREND & FORM



RATIONAL 
FUNCTIONAL 
& BEAUTIFUL
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The strong earthy tones of Gloss Mussel doors 

create a masterpiece of design with an Alaska 
White quartz work surface.

CLEAN LINES  
& SUBTLE TONES
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A selection of matt wood grain finishes combine 

with subtle painted effect colours to create a bold 

design statement.FORM



RATIONAL 
FUNCTIONAL 
& BEAUTIFUL
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Matt Dark Oak Textured doors and worktops 

form the backdrop for a Matt Porcelain Textured 

breakfast bar with its ultra thin 12mm Fuerza 
ceramic worktop.

CLEAN LINES  
& SUBTLE TONES
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SCENARIOS
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No two kitchens are the same.  

Whether you have a compact space or an expansive 

open-plan environment, Linear will create a perfect kitchen. 

Whatever the situation, our wide range of units allows you 

to marry elegant simplicity with smart, space-saving design. 

Over the next few pages, we’ve illustrated just a few examples 

of how our kitchens can suit the space you’re living in.

Use pan drawers and mid-height units

Make the most of a spacious kitchen 

with co-ordinating wall bridging units 

and spacious pan drawers, a bank of 

compact mid-height appliance housings 

and a sculptural breakfast bar to 

complete the look.



Try a bank of Tall Units

Tall appliance housings create a stunning 

backdrop to the kitchen whilst offering 

maximum storage space. The island 

offers the ultimate cooking and social 

arena in this highly popular kitchen 

layout.
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Combine base, wall and island

Full height base units and compact wall 

units keep this design simple, alongside 

the feature illuminated shelving. An island 

hob and extractor add a focal points to 

the layout and the island doubles as a 

breakfast bar, blurring the lines between 

kitchen and living space.



Utilise your apartment

Working in a small space doesn’t mean 

you have to compromise on style. Flow 

a compact bank of units along one wall 

to create an integral part of any living 

space. Hidden internal drawers allow 

for cutlery trays and accessible storage 

space within the base cabinets.
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Design a classic U-shape

Create a functional working kitchen 

environment with this design where 

units wrap around for the convenience 

of the user. Bi-folding wall units, a corner 

larder unit and pull out larder wirework 

provide ample storage space.



FINISHES

From super matt finishes to exquisite sharks-

nose profiled worktops, we’ve selected a wide 

range of finishes to perfectly complement 

the sleek lines of our kitchens. They give you 

everything you need to accentuate shapes and 

make the most of the kitchen space.
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Matt Skylon Matt Snow White

Linear Avant Finishes

Matt Anthracite

Matt Cooks Blue

Matt Mussel

Matt Sage

Gloss Pure White

Matt Aubergine

Matt Dove Grey

Matt Olive

Matt Cashmere

Matt Duck Egg Blue

Matt Platinum

Matt Clay

Matt Ivory

Matt Pumice

Matt Stone

Linear Avant paint to order doors have a six week lead time.



Gloss Diamond DakarGloss Diamond White Gloss Diamond Grey

Linear Trend Finishes

Gloss Pure White

Gloss Mussel

Linear Select made to order doors have a six week lead time.
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Linear Form finishes

Matt Painted White Matt Painted Ivory Matt Cashmere TexturedMatt Avola Grey Textured

Matt Mussel TexturedMatt Dark Oak Textured Matt Porcelain TexturedMatt Light Ash Textured 

Matt Stone Textured Matt Lava Textured



Linear 22mm Laminate Worktop Finishes

Dark Oak 22mm Laminate Designer White 22mm Laminate Light Ash 22mm LaminateBrazillia 22mm Laminate

Matt Stone 22mm Laminate
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Linear Solid Surface Worktop Finishes

Alaska White Quartz

Kadum DEKTON® Safari Brasilica White Timber

Aura DEKTON®

Tranche Granite

Fuerza 12mm Ceramic

Unsui Quartz White Fantasy Granite 

Coral Bay Quartz

Iron Bark Quartz Safari Brasilica Black Timber



CREATE THE PERFECT  
LIVING SPACE WITH LINEAR
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Symphony Group PLC

Pen Hill Estate, Park Spring Road,

Barnsley S72 7EZ

General Enquiries:

Tel: 01226 446000

Fax: 01226 711185

enquiries@symphony-group.co.uk

www.symphony-group.co.uk

Terms & Conditions available on request

To ensure the continuous development and improvement of our products,  

we reserve the right to make changes to the colour, design and descriptions or 

methods of manufacture for our furniture. Such changes may be made without 

prior notice and without incurring liability. In many of our products, we use 

wood, a natural living material which will reflect a variety of grains and textures 

and so variance must be allowed for. Styles that feature, painted, PVC, laminate 

and melamine finishes may incur a slight colour change over the years. Colour 

reproduction in this brochure is as accurate as printing techniques will allow. 

Copyright and all other rights in this brochure and the photographs and other 

works upon which it is based are owned by The Symphony Group PLC. No part 

of this brochure and said photographs and other works may be reproduced 

or transmitted in any form or by any means (including but not limited to 

photocopying or storing in any electronic medium) without the prior express 

written permission of The Symphony Group PLC.
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